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Abstract
In this paper, we survey the role of virtual humans (or embodied conversational agents) in smart and ambient
intelligence environments. Research in this area can proﬁt from research done earlier in virtual reality environments and
research on verbal and nonverbal interaction. We discuss virtual humans as social actors and argue that, rather than is
common in traditional human–computer interface research, we need to look at multi-party interaction. Virtual humans
in the party need to be equipped with nonverbal communication capabilities, including the display of emotions.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An important issue in traditional and current human–
computer interaction is the design of the interface. One
current and future issue in human–computer interaction
is the disappearing computer [1]. Where is the interface
when smart surroundings and ambient intelligence
environments have become part of the physical settings?
When the environment anticipates and supports our
activities, how do we communicate with it? What will be
visualized and which modalities for communication will
be supplied? When we have a question or need support,
who or what do we address in these environments? Will
we not feel lost in ambient intelligence?
When every imaginable environment and its smart
objects allow perception and interpretation of what its
inhabitants are doing and also allows interaction
between inhabitants and environment, it is certainly
useful to investigate how we can design social interfaces,
interfaces that emphasize human-to-human communication properties, rather than concentrating purely on
designing for intelligence and efﬁciency. After all, we
will spend much of our time in these future environ*Fax: +31-534893503.
E-mail address: anijholt@cs.utwente.nl (A. Nijholt).

ments and we will spend much of that time—maybe not
always explicitly or consciously—interacting with these
environments.
1.1. Ambient intelligence environments
Ambient intelligence environments are intimately
integrated with our everyday environments. Ambient
intelligence is said to consist of ubiquitous computing+social and intelligent user interfaces allowing
social interaction. This also assumes that in ambient
intelligence ‘the real world is the interface’, the interface
becomes one with physical setting. At least, that is the
message that is proclaimed. Garden, house, car, sitting
room, study, ofﬁce and in fact every environment and its
natural objects allows perception of what is going on in
the environment and allows interaction by its occupants
and visitors to extract and exchange information
(including mood and emotions). We should feel comfortable within it, although we know that the environment has eyes and ears that observe what we are doing.
We should also feel free and comfortable in addressing
these environments when we need support in our
activities.
As mentioned, the environments will know about us.
They know about our weak and strong points, they can
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be designed to fulﬁll afﬁliation needs and to induce selfdisclosure since they can perform better when they know
about our intimate characteristics. We even have
to assume that there is a ‘human audience’ in the
‘background’. There can be real-time involvement by
those who own or provide the environment or
have otherwise been hired to provide user-support.
Off-line processing (manual browsing of what has been
going on or automatic detection and presentation of
what is in the interest of those who control the
environment) is another example of audience involvement. In a home environment, we may assume that
family members and friends can be given access to such
browsing facilities.
Most of the current research into ambient intelligence
deals with how the environment is able to identify and
model users’ activities, rather than how the user is
willing, able or likes to communicate with the environment or have the environment communicate with him
[2]. In more traditional environments multi-modality in
interactions has received attention, but it has hardly
been investigated how these results can be transferred to
environments where the user does not always explicitly
address a particular (part of a) screen or an object.
Moreover, most of the research in ambient intelligence
does not take into account that people may not always
know who to ‘talk’ to and may feel the need to build
some kind of relationship with an environment that
supports them, observes them and keeps track of their
private and job activities.
1.2. Social interfaces
A useful question to investigate is what kind of
relationships do we have with our traditional interfaces?
There is already a trend towards designing social
interfaces, emphasizing human-to-human communication properties, rather than concentrating purely on
designing intelligence and efﬁciency. In this research, the
computer is perceived as a social actor. Interaction
should be socially formed and interaction design should
take into account the needs of emotions, personality,
afﬁliation, friendship or even more. What are the
characteristics of environments that can be made to
help to employ the results of research into traditional
interfaces? And which characteristics require new and
original research?
Much of the research on social interfaces is related to
the design of embodied conversational agents (ECAs).
An obvious question is, will ECAs that are able to
develop afﬁnitive relationships with their human partners play an important role in ambient intelligence
environments? In this paper, we have observations
about natural interaction made possible by employing
embodied agents in the (traditional) interface and we
argue that for natural interaction in ambient intelligence

environments it is useful to reserve a role for these
agents in order to be able to maintain desirable
characteristics of human–human communication,
e.g., to establish short- or long-term relationships in
and with smart environments. Embodied agents can
offer intelligence, personality and emotion and therefore
communication properties that help to make us
feel being appreciated and that make us feel understood.
This makes it possible for us to act in smart, but
also in social environments. We do not argue that
embodied agents resembling human beings are the only
solution to the problems that may arise in smart
environments. It will become clear in the next sections
that embodied agents are not always necessary to allow
a user to build up desirable relationships with objects or
environments. Our viewpoints seem to be in contrast
with approaches where users are assumed to control a
smart environment by using universal service access
aids implemented on remote controls and pda’s. We
prefer to introduce ECAs familiar with services in
smart environments and acting as inhabitants of the
environment
than
having
human
inhabitants
and visitors struggle with remote controls. This does
not mean that such devices cannot play a useful role
(see e.g. [3]). But they themselves can achieve the role
of a virtual personality or they can be used to display a
virtual, human-like, personality on a screen to advise
the user, to answer questions and to negotiate with
the environment (personal assistants, mobile companions, virtual butlers). Since embodied agents
(virtual humans) are particularly employed to deal with
social needs and have been shown to allow for the
development of interpersonal relationships, we think
they may be a good starting point for research on how to
deal with social communication needs in ambient
environments.

1.3. About this paper
Summarizing, our aim in this paper is to investigate
how useful it would be to furnish ambient intelligence
environments with embodied agent technology that will
help to make the environment more comfortable to its
daily inhabitants and visitors, making it a better place to
work, relax and have fun. In Section 2 we discuss the
Computers Are Social Actors (CASA) view introduced
by Reeves and Nass. In Section 3 we will discuss ECAs,
survey the research issues in play and give examples of
employment, in particular looking at nonverbal behavior supporting research and technology. Section 4 is
devoted to the possible development of social relationships between agents and humans in ambient intelligence
environments. Recent approaches from our own work
are included. Section 5 contains the conclusions of this
paper.
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2. Actors, environments and relationships
In human–computer interaction, we can perceive
social characteristics of human–human interaction.
There is human-like behavior when interacting with
the computer and sometimes human-like behavior is
expected of the computer. Can we expect similar
behavior when the user is interacting with an environment—consisting of walls, furniture, cloths and other
natural objects—rather than with a desktop screen?
Moreover, there is communication between these
embedded computational devices allowing a much more
comprehensive perception and interpretation of events
taking place than is possible with a single computing
device. And, also allowing much better and distributed
display facilities, using audio and visualization (3D
graphics, smart graphics, virtual and augmented reality).
The question is how this technology contributes to the
well-being of the inhabitant or how it reduces this wellbeing. To answer this question it helps to have a look at
some observations on social reactions to information
and communication technology in general.
2.1. Social reactions to communication technology
In the ‘‘Media Equation’’, Reeves and Nass [4] report
about their experiments on human–computer interaction where humans assign human characteristics to
computers. Many experiments have been done since this
book was published. The results became known as the
‘‘social reactions to communication technology’’
(SRCT) perspective in which ‘‘computers are social
actors’’. An example of an experiment is the following.
A student is asked to sit behind a computer and to
perform a particular task. When ﬁnished, the student
needs to answer questions: how helpful was the
computer, was it friendly, was it polite, etc. Two
computers were available for answering these questions:
the computer that was used for performing the task and
another computer just for presenting the questionnaire
and having the student answer it. It turned out that
when the questionnaire had to be answered on the
computer that had been used to communicate the task to
the student and to help the student when performing this
task, students answered much more positively and
politely than when answering similar questions posed
by the second computer. Clearly, people do not like to
offend a computer that just tried to be helpful to them.
Many similar experiments have been performed.
Computer users turned out to be sensitive for ﬂattery
and humor; moreover, they were greatly inﬂuenced,
when assigning personality characteristics to a computer, by the properties of the synthesized voice in text-tospeech synthesis. And, as became clear from the
experiments, it is not just a matter of contributing
personality characteristics to a computer; it is also a
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matter of being inﬂuenced by these properties while
communicating with the computer. Hence, the book’s
conclusion was as follows:
Our strategy for learning about media was to go to
the social science section of the library, ﬁnd theories
and experiments about human–human interaction—
and then borrow. We did the same for information
about how people respond to the natural environment, borrowing freely. Take out a pen, cross out
‘‘human’’ or ‘‘environment,’’ and substitute media.
When we did this, all of the predictions and
experiments led to the media equation: People’s
responses to media are fundamental social and
natural.
Remarkably, looking at the experiments underlying
the research presented in this book and looking at the
experiments designed after the publication of this book,
the so-called ‘natural environment’ does not really play
a role in the observations in the book and the
experiments that were designed. That is, rather than
relying on these authors’ observations, we have to look
at the interaction characteristics of human–environment
interaction and design our own research. Just to help
our intuition about the issues in play, look at remarks
made by Michael Coen from MIT Labs about the effects
of smart environments on their inhabitants: ‘‘The notion
of being alone may disappear, or it may be changed
drastically.’’ and, ‘‘You may be in a room that’s always
alive and aware. And from my experiences hereywhen
the space is ‘off,’ you feel it. You notice that it’s not
reacting. There’s a void.’’
2.2. Environments as interaction contexts
How will humans interact with such environments?
Are they able to build some kind of relationship with
these environments just as they are able to build
relationships with a computer that is perceived as a
social actor? Or do we need to introduce explicitly visible
social actors, that is, ECAs, in these environments with
which users can communicate and exchange information
in intelligent and social ways in order to fulﬁll a need to
establish relationships with their environments?
Some notes are in order. The ﬁrst note concerns
the future. It is already the case that a large part of the
professional population in Western countries spends
the day with discussion, meetings and knowledge
exchange and spends lots of time interacting with
computers. The need to do this in the ofﬁce will decrease
and home, work and mobile situations will come to
resemble each other more and more. Interaction forms
require mixtures of efﬁciency, social relationship and
entertaining aspects. Our hypothesis is that people prefer
to be able to interact with their ‘own’, personalized (but
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not only in the current technical sense, i.e., aimed at
efﬁciency) and therefore non-anonymous environment.
Secondly, and related to the previous observation, it is
not unusual to contribute personality characteristics to a
room, a house, a mall, a street or square, to a town or
even to a landscape or other natural environment. On
the one hand, one may think that thoughts and activities
(i.e., interactions with the environment) are inﬂuenced
by the particular environment, on the other hand, users
or inhabitants may choose a particular environment,
may adapt the environment to their preferences and,
whatever they do, leave their traces and because of that,
their personalities in these environments. See e.g. [5],
where Gosling et al. discuss links between individuals
and the physical environments they occupy and between
environments and observer’s impressions of the occupants of physical rooms. Similarly, we may assume that
whenever technology allows, consciously and unconsciously, links are created between individuals and their
(ambient intelligence) environments.
Thirdly, it is useful to distinguish between situations.
Different circumstances require different kinds of
interactions. Sometimes we want to see things arranged
in an efﬁcient way. Sometimes we are more concerned
with a partner’s satisfaction when arranging things.
Sometimes arranging itself is entertaining. Both interaction and information exchange can be goals in
themselves, e.g., when we enter into conversations with
our children or colleagues. Efﬁciency is not necessarily
the starting point when engaging in these conversations.
2.3. Interaction goals and public behavior
Although, the SRCT perspective makes us aware that
people react socially to computers, a more detailed view
can make clear many nuances. To start with, there is no
such thing as the computer. Its performance, as it shows
in the interface, can be task oriented, it can be
communication oriented and it can be oriented towards
establishing and maintaining relationships. In Interpersonal Theory these types are the three tracks of
conversational goals [6]. The task goal in human-tohuman conversation is why the conversation is started,
i.e., to accomplish a certain task and part of the
interaction behavior is meant to reach this goal. The
communication goals aim at making the interaction
process run, e.g., by allowing smooth turn taking. The
relationship goals of the conversational partners set the
tone of the conversation. Two broad categories of
relationship goals are distinguished: communion (behaviors oriented towards connecting with one another or
disconnecting from another) and agency (behaviors
oriented towards exerting inﬂuence or yielding to
inﬂuence). Shechtman conducted experiments to study
relationship behavior during keyboard human–computer interaction and (apparently) keyboard mediated

human–human interaction. In the latter case, participants used many more communion and agency relationship statements, used more words and spent more time
in conversation.
So, there are differences in interaction behavior when
rather than computers, humans are—or are assumed to
be—involved in the interaction, and this can be a further
argument to look at interaction roles and goals for
virtual humans in smart environments. Since smart
environments may have several inhabitants (real and
virtual) at the same time, it is also useful to look at
human behavior in public spaces.
Generally, in public spaces where people are aware of
others, their behavior is different from that in private
spaces and when they are alone. There is behavior
towards others in the environment, but this behavior is
not always goal-oriented or focused towards one
particular person. This means also that when discussing
interactions and behavior in smart environments, we
should pay attention to behavior that differs from
interaction in a traditional face-to-interface setting. That
is, in addition to the conversational goals mentioned
above, in particular the relationship goals, there are
goals that apply to group behavior, behavior in a group
and group culture. Hence, when being one of more
inhabitants of a smart environment, where the others
may be embodied agents, we also need to look at the
impact on the interaction behavior and interaction
preferences of its inhabitants.
When alone, people behave differently than when
other people are present. When other people are present,
it is useful to distinguish between focused and unfocused
interaction [7]. As mentioned by Goffman [7], just being
there conveys information about a person: ‘‘social
attributes, his conception of himself, of the others
present, and of the setting.’’ Body idiom makes
information available to others and although this can
also be done in a focused way, it is usually unfocused,
not aiming at an exchange of information with a
particular person in the environment. Sometimes general
rules of etiquette regulate such behavior. The obvious
question now is whether we can observe such behavior
in smart environments even when there are no other
people present. Is there a difference in behavior when
the room is ‘off’ and when the room is ‘on’? Does the
room function as a public place?
Knowing that you are being monitored leads to
different behavior. It may make a difference when there
is perceived real-time observation by a human being or
that there is off-line—or the possibility of off-line—
retrieval of what has been recorded. In our research,
aimed at introducing embodied agents into smart
environments, it is especially interesting to look at the
work of Slater [8], who studied the illusion of sentience
in virtual environments, with the objective to present
evidence that people react to virtual characters as if they
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Fig. 1. Virtual audience showing appreciation.

were real. The effect of embodied agents (or virtual
humans) in face-to-face interaction has been studied
before (see e.g. [9] for a short overview of research on
virtual embodied tutors), but not really in a ‘Cave’-like
environment with experiments that involved groups of
virtual humans. In these experiments, the subject was
asked to prepare a 5-min talk and then, after entering a
virtual presentation room and wearing a head-mounted
device, was confronted with a virtual audience. Three
types of audiences were distinguished: neutral, friendly
and appreciative, and hostile and bored. The audience
responses were triggered by a remote operator using
scripts and collections of animations, pose shifts and
audio effects. Examples of negative audience behavior
included among others: frown, walk out of room, fall
asleep and talk amongst themselves. Examples of
positive audience behavior included applause, lean
forwards, nod encouragingly and maintain eye contact.
See Fig. 1 for a view of the positive audience.
From questionnaires and from heart rate data that
was obtained it became clear that people reacted to the
virtual audience in a realistic manner. It felt like giving a
real presentation: heightened anxiety before talk, emotional reactions to audience, attempts to connect with,
win over the audience, etc. One comment reported by
Slater (given by a subject presenting to the positive
audience): ‘‘I felt great. Finally nobody was interrupting
me. Being a woman, people keep interrupting you in
talks much morey But here I felt people were there to
listen to me.’’
We conclude that when we design smart environments
to be inhabited by real and virtual people we not only
need to address the focused interaction between real and
virtual people, satisfying several conversational goals,
but also awareness and unfocused interaction behavior
of virtual and real people.

2.4. Interaction visualization in ambient intelligence
This paper is concerned with the role of embodied
agents (virtual humans) in smart and ambient intelligence environments. That is, when we talk about
interaction visualization we talk about nonverbal com-
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munication by virtual humans. We will not discuss the
issue as to whether nonverbal communication is
supported by verbal communication, the other way
around, or whether there is a position in between. What
is clear from psychological literature that in communication content does not always play the major role.
Facial expression, body language and tone of voice are
often more important.
When discussing the visualization of virtual humans
and their communication behavior we need to make
references to available technology and how it supports
natural interaction behavior. There are certainly differences between an immersive virtual environment where
the user is required to wear a head-tracked, headmounted device, a desktop environment equipped with
an eye-tracker to follow the user’s gaze, or a desktop
computer showing a 3D VRML world or 2D animated
pictures. Although no universally accepted deﬁnition for
smart environments or ambient intelligence is available,
it is clear that we are discussing physical environments in
which computing devices are embedded in such a way
that they have become invisible. The next step is the
mental disappearance of computing devices. What is
shown on ambient displays embedded in the environment (walls, tables, door, mobile and static objects) or
rendered on physical objects should allow natural
interaction with the (other) inhabitants of the environment. The environment can have its own virtual
personalities, knowing about the environment and the
functionalities that are available. The environment can
also be inhabited or visited by a virtual human or a
virtual personal assistant (virtual butler) of a human
visitor. Virtual humans can be triggered to appear, using
sensors that detect people in the smart environment that
are in their neighborhood.
In the remainder of this paper we assume that virtual
humans (in an immersive 3D representation, a 3D
VRML representation or a 2D character in a desktop
environment) are available and are able to communicate
with users, visitors and inhabitants of our environments
using verbal and nonverbal communication abilities.
Clearly, when we talk about visualization, not all
modalities that can be employed in human–human or
human–virtual human interaction in smart environments can be made part of the visualization. Obviously,
spoken language can be shown as text or as text
appearing in text balloons, there are ways to visualize
intonation in spoken language, etc., but then we very
much take a road that leads us away from natural
interaction and the technology that is emerging from
current embodied agent research.
In human–human interaction nonverbal cues play an
important part in the relationship track of communication. We can ask whether we can recognize and interpret
these communication aspects in human–computer and
human–environment interaction and whether they can
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play a similar role. From the SRCT perspective we know
that humans react socially to social computer behavior
and having the computer display more cues about its
social behavior may strengthen the social reaction. To
take one extreme, there will not necessarily be a need to
consider your own computer, let alone, every computer,
as a personal friend with whom you want to share your
feelings, using verbal and nonverbal cues. Nevertheless,
there will be many situations where a user or inhabitant
of an environment, will prefer communicating with an
environment that allows the display of knowledge of the
user, that allows display of reactive and pro-active
behavior that shows understanding of the particular
context of the user, including its mood and emotions. To
do this we need other modalities in interaction and
presenting information than just menu-based graphical
user interfaces. The display of nonverbal acts in human–
human interaction and human–environment interaction
requires interaction models that need to underlie
ambient intelligence environments inhabited by real
and virtual people.
Such models are not or are hardly available. In the
next sections we will discuss issues that need to be
investigated in order to design comprehensive verbal and
nonverbal interaction models. Nevertheless, the current
state-of-the-art in designing and building ECAs, their
interaction behavior and their behavior in groups and
environments, allow an optimistic view on integrating
embodied agents in smart environments where they
know how to behave.

3. Virtual humans and nonverbal behavior
3.1. Introduction
Research on ECAs, sometimes called virtual humans,
has become a well-established research area in human–
computer interaction. Embodied agents are agents that
are visible in the interface as animated cartoon
characters or animated objects resembling human
beings. Sometimes they just consist of an animated
talking face, displaying facial expressions and, when
using speech synthesis, having lip synchronization.
Sometimes they have a graphical 3D representation,
and when embodied in a virtual reality environment,
they can move around, know about their environment
and allow conversational partners to perceive them from
different angles and to interact with them using different
modalities. These agents are employed to inform their
conversational partners, to explain or to demonstrate
products or sequences of activities in educational, ecommerce or entertainment settings. Experiments have
shown that ECAs can increase the motivation of a
student or a user interacting with the system. Lester et al.
[10] showed that a display of involvement by an ECA

Fig. 2. Three embodied conversational agents.

motivates a student in doing (and continuing) his or her
learning task.
Many examples of ECAs are available. In Fig. 2, from
left to right, we see: Greta, designed by Catherine
Pelachaud, Obi, a virtual tutor designed in our research
group, and Steve, educating a student about the
maintenance of a complex engine. In this example
Obi shows surprise about a student’s action (see also
Section 4).
As mentioned, embodiment is necessary to show
nonverbal communication abilities. These abilities allow
more multi-modality, therefore making interaction more
natural and robust. Several authors have investigated
nonverbal behavior among humans and the role and use
of nonverbal behavior to support human–computer
interaction with the help of embodied agents in detail.
See e.g. [11] for a collection of chapters on properties
and impact of ECAs (with an emphasis on coherent
facial expressions, gestures, intonation, posture and gaze
in communication) and for the role of embodiment
(and small talk) on fostering self-disclosure and trust
building.
Current ECA research deals with improving intelligent behavior of these agents, but also with improving
their verbal and nonverbal interaction capabilities.
Improving intelligent behavior requires using techniques
from artiﬁcial intelligence, in particular natural language
processing. Domain knowledge and reasoning capabilities have to be modeled. Agent models have been
developed that allow separation between the beliefs,
desires and intentions of an agent. Together with
dialogue modeling techniques rudimentary natural
language interaction with such agents is becoming
possible.
In the next three subsections we shortly discuss the
role of facial expressions, gaze and gestures in human–
human interaction and research to equip embodied
agents with these capabilities.

3.2. Facial expressions
To describe emotions and their visible facial actions,
facial (movement) coding systems have been introduced.
In these systems facial units have been selected to make
up conﬁgurations of muscle groups associated with
particular emotions. Such a system should be detailed
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enough to describe what is happening in different
regions of the face, to describe intensities and to describe
the blending of emotions. Moreover, they should be
detailed enough to be able to distinguish between
deceptive and honest expressions. Another issue that
requires encoding is the timing of facial actions. For
these reasons Ekman and Friesen developed their Facial
Action Coding System for scoring visually distinctive,
observable facial movements.
The face has been mentioned as a primary source for
obtaining information of the affective state of an
interactant. However, from many experiments it has
been shown that it depends on many factors (task,
message, perceiver and previous experience) how
weighting of different modalities is done. Modalities in
the face also include movements of lips, eyebrows, color
changes in the face, eye movement and blinking rate.
Cues combine into expressions of anger, into smiles,
grimaces or frowns, into yawns, jaw-droop, etc. For
example, apart from muscle contractions in the face, fear
also decreases blinking rate and head movement. Anger
can show in increasing eye movement and decreasing
head movement. Happiness may show in increasing
blinking rate. Obviously, when using a talking face, a
designer can deliberately put emphasis on particular
facial actions during interaction and in this way also give
more cues to the observer than is usual in real life.
3.3. Gaze
Getting a system that has natural gaze behavior
involves tight co-ordination of the facial animation
driver with many parameters of the dialogue manager,
with the mental state of the character and its model of
the user and subtle aspects of the linguistic utterance
that is produced or attended to. Consider in this respect
the functioning of gaze in human–human conversations
[12,13]. Among others it is used to express emotion, to
gain feedback from a listener, provides information
about the interpersonal relationship and more generally,
helps in regulating the conversation ﬂow. For example,
gazing away from or towards the interlocutor can
function as an important emotional signal as well as a
signal to hand over the turn or avoid the turn to be
taken over. As a function in the organization of turntaking behavior, the timing of mutual gaze (eye-contact)
correlates with the information structure of the utterances (its topic-focus articulation).
In an experiment [14], we investigated the effects of
different styles of gaze of Karin, one of our conversational agents, on the conversation. We had 48 subjects
each make two reservations with different style versions.
We videotaped the conversations, clocked the time they
spent on the task, and had them ﬁll in a questionnaire
after they had made the reservations. It appeared that
participants that had conversed with a version in which
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common gaze behavior was implemented (looking away
and towards users and beginnings and ends of turns,
respectively) appreciated their conversation signiﬁcantly
better than the other participants in most respects. They
not only were more satisﬁed overall, they found it easier
to use than a version with the minimal amount of eye
movements, appreciated the personality of the agent
better and thought the head movements were more
natural. They were also the fastest, on average, to
complete the task.
3.4. Gestures
What role do gestures play in communication and
why should we include them in an embodied agent’s
interaction capability? Categories of gestures have been
distinguished. Well known is a distinction in consciously
produced gestures (emblematic and propositional gestures) and the spontaneous, unplanned gestures (iconic,
metaphoric, deictic and beat gestures). Gestures convey
meanings and are primarily found in association with
spoken language. Different views exist on the role of
gestures in communication. Are they for the beneﬁt of
the gesturer or for the listener? Gestures convey extra
information [15] about the internal mental processes of
the speaker: ‘‘yan alternative manifestation of the
process by which ideas are encoded into patterns of
behavior which can be apprehended by others as
reportive of ideas.’’ Observations show that natural
gestures are related to the information structure (e.g.,
the topic-focus distinction) and (therefore) the prosody
of the spoken utterance. In addition they are related to
the discourse structure and therefore also to the
regulation of interaction (the turn-taking process) in a
dialogue. Apart from these viewpoints on embodiment,
we can also emphasize the possibility of an embodied
agent to walk around, to point at objects in a visualized
domain, to manipulate objects or to change a visualized
(virtual) environment. In these cases, the embodiment
can provide a point of the focus for interaction. For
some applications this can be more important than
showing subtle details and changes in facial expressions
and gestures.

4. Emotional behavior and social relationships
We discuss three topics in order to illustrate how
research on ECAs can incorporate issues that deal with
emotion and affect and the development of social
relationships between humans and embodied agents
acting in ambient intelligence environments. Computational modeling of emotions is one of them; the
development of friendship relations is another. Both
topics are receiving considerable attention, although
applications are hard to ﬁnd. The third topic we want to
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mention is humor. This is a rather undeveloped area
from a computational point of view. However, its
importance in natural interaction should be clear. That
is, as Cowie [16] mentioned ‘‘A useful way of making the
point is in terms of artiﬁcial agents. If they are going to
show emotion, we surely hope that they would show a
little humor too.’’
4.1. Emotions and affect
Facial expressions, body posture and intonation in
speech are the main modalities to express nonverbal
emotion. Human beings do not express emotions using
one modality only. Generally, they have their emotions
displayed using a combination of modalities that
interact with each other. We cannot consider one
modality in isolation. Facial expressions are combined
with speech. There are not only audio or visual stimuli,
but also audio–visual stimuli when expressing emotions.
A smile gesture will change voice quality; variations in
speech intensity will change facial expression, etc.
Attitude, mood and personality are other factors that
make interpretation and generation of emotional
expressions even less straightforward. In addition
we can have different intensities of emotion and
the blending of different emotions in an emotional
expression.
In embodied agents we should consider combinations
and integration of speech, facial expressions, gestures,
postures and bodily actions. It should be understood
that these are displays and that they should follow from
some emotional state that has been computed from
sensory inputs of a human interactant, but also from an
appraisal of the events that happen or have happened
simultaneously or recently. A usual standpoint is that of
appraisal theory, the evaluation of situations and
categorizing arising affective states. It should be understood that what exactly is said and what exactly is done
in a social and emotional setting is not part of the
observations above. The importance of the meaning of
words, phrases and sentences, uttered and to be
interpreted in a speciﬁc context is not to be diminished.
An example of an embodied agent that has been
designed to show affect in its interaction with students is
presented in Fig. 3.
In the educational environment that is displayed here
we have a student using a haptic device (represented in
the virtual world as an injection needle), a virtual patient
on the left monitor and a virtual tutor displayed on the
right monitor. There is interaction between student and
patient and between tutor and student. The tutor
monitors the student’s progress and uses this information to make assumptions about the student’s emotional
state. This makes it possible to express affect through
voice and facial expression, making the process more
effective and motivating [17].

Fig. 3. Virtual embodied agents in an educational environment.

4.2. Friendship
One of the issues we investigated was how aspects of
personal attraction or friendship development can be
made part of the design of an embodied agent that is
meant to provide an information service to a human
partner. As a ‘lay psychologist’, we all know that people
that you like (or your friends) are able to help you
better, teach you better, and generally are more fun to
interact with, than people that you do not like.
However, ‘liking’ is person dependent. Not everybody
likes the same person, and one person is not liked by
everyone. These observations sparked our interest in the
application, effects and design of a ‘virtual friend’. An
agent that observes its user, and adapts its personality,
appearance and behavior according to the (implicit)
likes and dislikes of the user, in order to ‘become friends’
with the user and create an affective interpersonal
relationship. This agent might have additional beneﬁts
over a ‘normal’ ECA in areas such as teaching,
navigation assistance and entertainment.
There is extensive knowledge about human interpersonal relationships in the ﬁeld of personality and social
psychology. Aspects of friendship that need to be
considered in embodied agent design are gender (e.g.,
activity-based men’s friendship vs. affectively based
women’s friendship), age, social class and ethnic background. Effects of friendship on interaction include
increase of altruistic behavior, a positive impact on task
performance and an increase in self-disclosure. Interpersonal attraction is an important factor in friendship.
It is governed by positive reinforcements, and similarity
between subjects is a key factor. Similarity of attitudes,
personality, ethnicity, social class, humor, etc., reinforces the friendship relationship. Other issues are
physical attractiveness (the ‘halo effect’) and reciprocity
of liking (whether we think that the other person likes
us). In [18], we discussed the translation of the main
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aspects of human–human friendship to human–ECA
friendship and how we can incorporate this translation
in the design process of an ECA, using a scenario-based
design. One observation is that it is important to
distinguish between the initial design of an ECA and
the possibility to change the ECA characteristics
according to an adaptation strategy based on knowledge
obtained by interacting with a particular user.
Trust is not only important in friendship relations.
Bickmore [19] introduced relational agents, embodied
agents that attempt to build a trusting, empathetic
relationship with their conversational partners. Interaction with embodied agents that play helping roles like a
teacher, a doctor or a personal assistant (virtual butler)
can be made more effective and comfortable when such
a relationship can develop over time.

display smiles, laughs and other signs of appreciation of
the interaction or explicitly presented or generated
humor. There are many applications that can proﬁt
from being able to employ such embodied agents. The
designer of the interface can decide when in certain
scenarios of interaction agents should display such
behavior. However, much more in the line of research
on autonomous (intelligent and emotional) agents we
rather have an agent understand why the events that
take place generate enjoyment by its conversational
partner and why it should display enjoyment because of
its appreciation of a humorous situation.

4.3. Humor

Ambient intelligence is said to consist of ubiquitous
computing+social and intelligent user interfaces allowing social interaction. This also assumes that in ambient
intelligence ‘the real world is the interface’. Presently, in
(traditional) human–computer interaction more and
more applications assume that interaction should be
socially formed. In this paper, it is argued that this will
be even more the case in smart and ambient intelligence
environments. Embodied agents allow the development
of afﬁnitive relationships with their human partners and
can therefore help to fulﬁll the need of afﬁliation in
ambient intelligence environments. However, introducing these virtual humans in our environments requires
display and rendering possibilities, embedded in the
environment. It also requires the modeling of multiparty interaction, where the members of the party can be
virtual and can be real humans and they are not
necessarily aware of the fact that their conversational
partner is human or virtual.
Most of the research in ambient intelligence deals with
the question how the environment is able to identify and
model users’ activities, rather than how the user will be
able to communicate with the environment. In more
traditional environments multi-modality in interactions
has received attention [2], but it has hardly been
investigated how these results can be used in environments rather than in situations where the user uses
keyboard, mouse and screen. Moreover, most of the
research on ambient intelligence does not take into
account that maybe people will get lost in ambient
intelligence, do not know who to ‘talk’ to and will not be
able to build some kind of social relationship with the
anonymous environment that nevertheless is assumed to
support them, observe them and keep track of their
activities. Rather than introducing intelligent remote
controls to control the environment we give preference
to embodied agents that are there when they are needed
and that can explain alternatives in choices, provide
suggestions about actions to take and, when they are

Humans use humor to ease communication problems
and in a similar way humor can be used to solve
communication problems that arise with human–computer interaction. For example, humor can help to make
the imperfections of natural language interfaces more
acceptable for the users and when humor is sparingly
and carefully used it can make natural language
interfaces much friendlier. During these years the
potential role of ECAs was not at all clear, and no
attention was paid to their possible role in the interface.
Humans employ a wide range of humor in conversations. Humor support, or the reaction to humor, is an
important aspect of personal interaction and the given
support shows the understanding and appreciation of
humor. There are many different support strategies.
Which strategy can be used in a certain situation is mainly
determined by the context of the humorous event. The
strategy can include smiles and laughter, the contribution
of more humor, echoing the humor and offering
sympathy. In order to give full humor support, humor
has to be recognized, understood and appreciated. These
factors determine our level of agreement on a humorous
event and how we want to support the humor.
Humor plays also an important role in interpersonal
interactions. From the many SRCT experiments [4,20], we
may extrapolate that humor will play a similar role in
human–computer interactions. This has been conﬁrmed
with some specially designed experiments. There is not yet
much research going on into embodied agents that
interpret or generate humor in the interface. In [21], we
discussed how useful it can be, both from the point of view
of humor research and from the point of view of ECA
research, to pay attention to the role of humor in the
interaction between humans and the possibility to translate
it to the interactions between humans and ECAs.
Graphics, animation and speech synthesis technology
make it possible to have embodied agents that can

5. Conclusions and future research
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sufﬁciently aware of preferences and possibilities, take
actions themselves.
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